LICENSE APPROVAL PROVISIONS

Statement by the Director of Business License

All licenses, permits or findings of suitability are conditioned upon compliance with all provisions of Zoning, Building, Fire or other Codes, State Gaming Statutes and regulations as applicable, Health Department regulations and the payment of Business License fees and investigation fees, as required by Ordinance or Regulation, unless specifically waived in code.

Licenses approved by the Director may not be activated until a final inspection and sign-off are received from an Agent of the Department of Business License.

Any Liquor License not placed into operation within sixty (60) days of Director approval is automatically revoked.
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APPLICATION APPROVALS WITH NO NOTED AREAS OF CONCERN, CONDITIONS OR LIMITATIONS

The following items are application approvals with no noted areas of concern, conditions or limitations, applications for preliminary determination of location suitability and additions/deletions to Resort Hotels.

Jacqueline R. Holloway, Director
5/6/09

APPLICATION APPROVALS NO NOTED AREAS OF CONCERN, CONDITIONS OR LIMITATIONS

2001265.GAM.103  CANTOR G & W (NEVADA), L.P. (A Nevada Limited Partnership) dba CANTOR GAMING db at MR. DELI, 3961 South Las Vegas Boulevard, Las Vegas, Nevada 89119. Applicant, a licensed slot operator, seeks approval for a Class A Slot Machine License in conjunction with a convenience store. Commission District: A

2001878.LIQ.143  RENETA, INC (A Nevada Corporation) dba AMBROSIA CAFÉ, 7377 South Jones Boulevard, Ste. 16, Las Vegas, Nevada 89139. Reneta G. Ivanova seeks approval for a Service Bar Liquor License in conjunction with a restaurant and determination of suitability as shareholder, officer, director, and key employee for liquor (Existing location). Commission District: A.

2001295.GAM.103  EAGLE ROCK GAMING (A Nevada Corporation) db at PHILIPPINE GARDEN, 4300 Spring Mountain Road, Suite 103, Las Vegas, Nevada 89102. Kimberly B. Riggs, Ernest A. Becker, Brian T. Becker and Sallie E. Becker, licensed slot operators, seek approval for a Class A Slot Machine License in conjunction with a Supper Club. Commission District: F

2001199.GAM.106  BRANDYWINE BOOKMAKING, LLC (A Delaware Limited Liability Company) dba LUCKY'S db at Terrible’s Hotel and Casino, 4100 Paradise Road, Las Vegas, Nevada 89169. Joseph M. Asher seeks approval for a Sports/Race Book Operator (Independent Owner) Gaming License operating at a resort hotel and determination of suitability as member, manager and key employee for gaming. Commission District: E
APPLICATION APPROVALS WITH NO NOTED AREAS OF CONCERN, CONDITIONS OR LIMITATIONS

2001696.LIQ.103  KITCHEN, LLC (A Nevada Limited Liability Company) dba RHYTHM KITCHEN SEAFOOD & STEAK LAS VEGAS, 6435 S. Decatur Blvd., Las Vegas, Nevada. Applicant seeks approval for Supper Club and Service Bar Liquor Licenses and determination of suitability as officers and key employees for liquor. Commission District: G

2001517.LIQ.142  Y. YOSHIDA, LLC (A Nevada Limited Liability Company) dba YOSHIDAYA RESTAURANT, 2501 E. Tropicana Ave., Suite 2E, Las Vegas Nevada. Yoshihito Yoshida and Ronald M. Darrow seek approval for a Retail Beer and Wine Liquor License in conjunction with an existing restaurant and determination of suitability as shareholders, officers, directors and key employees for liquor. Commission District G

2001817.LIQ.105  DAVID'S FOODSERVICE, LLC (A Nevada Limited Liability Company) dba CARLITO'S BURRITOS, 3345 E Patrick Ln., Suite 105, Las Vegas, NV 89120. David Y. Samuels, Aleeza H. Oshry and Noah Oshry seek approval for a Retail Beer and Wine Liquor License in conjunction with a restaurant and determination of suitability as manager, member and key employee for liquor. Commission District: G

2001770.LIQ.142  PHO TAU BAY, LLC (A Nevada Limited Liability Company) dba PHO LITTLE SAIGON, #304, 305 & 306, 3775 Spring Mountain Rd, Las Vegas, Nevada 89102. Hong Van Nguy seeks approval for a Retail Beer and Wine Liquor License in conjunction with a Restaurant and determination of suitability as manager, member and key employee for liquor. Commission District: F

2001859.LIQ.111  NEVADA CVS PHARMACY, LLC (A Limited Liability Company) dba CVS/ PHARMACY #1507, 2935 South Hollywood Boulevard, Las Vegas, Nevada 89122. Thomas S. Moffatt seeks approval for a Package Liquor and Package Beer, Wine and Spirit Based Products Liquor License in conjunction with a drug store and determination of suitability as manager, member, officer, and key employee for liquor. Commission District: E

2000270.INV  MGROUP VEGAS I, LLC (A Nevada Limited Liability Company), Assessor Parcel Number 176-12-101-006, Generally located on the southwest corner of Lindell Road and Warm Springs Road. Paul C. Berry and Morton H. Myerson seek approval for a six (6) month extension of time for Preliminary Determination of Location Suitability for a Tavern and Class A Slot Machine License set to expire on October 29, 2009 and 6th 90-day extension of time to submit HTE & PAC Numbers. Commission District: A

2000235.INV  MICHAEL REISS AND DEVIN REISS Assessor Parcel Number 176-26-201-002, Generally located on the southeast corner of South Rainbow Ave. and Pyle Ave. Michael Reiss and Devin Reiss seek approval for a six (6) month extension of time for Preliminary Determination of Location Suitability for a Tavern and Class A Slot Machine License set to expire on September 30, 2009. Commission District: F
BH CACTUS, LLC (A Nevada Limited Liability Company), Assessor Parcel Number 716-34-501-008, Generally located on the southwest corner of Cactus Avenue and Rainbow Blvd. Michael A. Saltman seeks approval for a six (6) month extension of time for Preliminary Determination of Location Suitability for a Tavern and Class A Slot Machine License set to expire on November 30, 2009. Commission District: F

RESORT HOTELS/BUSINESSES AT RESORT HOTELS
ADDITIONS AND / OR DELETIONS

MGM Grand Las Vegas  Total Table Games - 162
1003821.GAM.101

Treasure Island  Add 1 Table Game
10001383.GAM.101
ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIONS

The following items are routine administrative action items with no noted areas of concern. All code requirements have been met.

Jacqueline R. Holloway, Director

Date

CHANGE TO EXISTING LICENSE

2001881.LIQ.104 / 2001094.GAM.103 VICTORY LAP L.L.C. (A Nevada Limited Liability Company) dba SHARK TANK, 7260 South Cimarron Road, Suite 145, Las Vegas, Nevada 89113. Christine M. Chan seeks approval to convert the Supper Club and Service Bar Liquor Licenses to a Tavern and Service Bar Liquor License in conjunction with a restaurant. (Applicant previously approved) Commission District: A

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

2000785.LIQ.118 DIVINE ENTERPRISES, LLC (A Nevada Limited Liability Company) dba YOU NAME IT ENTERTAINMENT, 4780 W. Harmon Ave., Suite 1, 5,6, Las Vegas, Nevada 89103. Pamela Howatt seeks to notify the Director of the change of address for this existing liquor caterer. Commission District: F

2000665.LIQ.118 JOBO ENTERPRISES (A Nevada Corporation) dba LIQUID COURAGE, 6165 Harrison Drive, #8, Las Vegas, Nevada 89120. Brennon L. O'Neal and Jaime O'Neal seek to notify the Director of a change of location for an existing Caterer Liquor License. (Previously located at 1555 East Flamingo Road, #262, Las Vegas, Nevada 89119). Commission District: G

CHANGE OF EMPLOYMENT LOCATION

1001989.LIQ.109 (2003026.KEY) ALBERTSON'S, INC. (A Delaware Corporation) dba ALBERTSON'S STORE #6017, 7271 South Eastern Avenue, Las Vegas, Nevada 89119. David M. Hanson seeks to notify the Director of change in employment location. Commission District: G

2001860.LIQ.148 / 2003023.KEY HARD ROCK CAFE INTERNATIONAL (USA), INC. (A Florida Corporation) dba HARD ROCK CAFE, 3771 South Las Vegas Boulevard, Suite 120, Las Vegas, Nevada 89109. Darcy K. Byers seeks to notify the Director of change in employment location. Commission District: G
CHANGE OF EMPLOYMENT LOCATION

2000060.LIQ.108 (2003009.KEY) TERRIBLE HERBST, INC. (A Nevada Corporation) dba TERRIBLE'S #251, 9415 W. Tropicana Ave., Las Vegas, NV 89147. Bobby Marcell Thomas seeks to notify the Director of change of employment location.

1003888.LIQ.108 (2003010.KEY) TERRIBLE HERBST, INC. (A Nevada Corporation) dba Terrible's #229 9345 S Eastern Ave., Las Vegas, NV 89123. Dennis Cathey seeks to notify the Director of change of employment location while pending.

2000211.LIQ.108 (2003008.KEY) TERRIBLE HERBST, INC. (A Nevada Corporation) dba TERRIBLE'S #252, 6915 Blue Diamond Rd., Las Vegas, NV 89178. Reyna Fuentes seeks to notify the Director of change of employment location.

APPLICATION WITHDRAWALS

2001804.LIQ.103 GEMSTONE COFFEE HOUSE LLC dba ELIXIR, 9205 West Russell Road, Las Vegas, Nevada 89148. Alexander Edelstein seeks approval to withdraw the application for a Service Bar, Package Beer, Wine and Spirit Based Products Liquor License in conjunction with a Supper Club, Outside Service of Alcohol and determination of suitability as a member and key employee for liquor. Commission District: F

LICENSE NOTIFICATIONS

2000321.LIQ.106 / 2000006.808 RUSSELL ROAD FOOD AND BEVERAGE, LLC. (A Nevada Limited Liability Company), dba THE PENTOUSE CLUB, 3550 W Quail Ave, Las Vegas, Nevada 89118. Barry Alfa seeks to notify the director of a Change of Business Owner Name. (Formerly known as XCO, LLC) Commission District: G

RK GAMING, LLC (A Nevada Limited Liability Company) dba ACES & ALES, 3740 South Nellis Blvd, Las Vegas, Nevada 89121. Terry L. Fear AKA Keri Kelli and Ryan S. Johnson seek to notify the director of a change of business name while pending (establishment formerly known as Knuckles Bar & Grill). Commission District: E
BRIAN L. GREESPUN seeks to notify the director of a change in title. (Applicant previously approved as Member/Manager in 2001).

1004036.LIQ.129 N-M VENTURES LLC (A Nevada Limited Liability Company) dba SKIN db at PALMS CASINO RESORT, 4321 West Flamingo Road Las Vegas, Nevada 89103. Commission District: F

1004035.LIQ.124 N-M VENTURES LLC (A Nevada Limited Liability Company) dba RAIN db at PALMS CASINO RESORT, 4321 West Flamingo Road Las Vegas, Nevada 89103. Commission District: F

1004038.LIQ.124 N-M VENTURES LLC (A Nevada Limited Liability Company) dba NINE db at PALMS CASINO RESORT, 4321 West Flamingo Road Las Vegas, Nevada 89103. Commission District: F

1004037.LIQ.124 N-M VENTURES LLC (A Nevada Limited Liability Company) dba GHOSTBAR db at PALMS CASINO RESORT, 4321 West Flamingo Road Las Vegas, Nevada 89103. Commission District: F

2001151.LIQ.129 N-M VENTURES II LLC (A Nevada Limited Liability Company) dba PLAYBOY CLUB db at PALMS CASINO RESORT, 4321 West Flamingo Road Las Vegas, Nevada 89103. Commission District: F

2001150.LIQ.124N-M VENTURES II LLC (A Nevada Limited Liability Company) dba NOVE ITALIANO db at PALMS CASINO RESORT, 4321 West Flamingo Road Las Vegas, Nevada 89103. Commission District: F

2001149.LIQ.129 N-M VENTURES II LLC (A Nevada Limited Liability Company) dba MOON db at PALMS CASINO RESORT, 4321 West Flamingo Road Las Vegas, Nevada 89103. Commission District: F

1004018.LIQ.101 / 1004018.GAM.101 FIESTA PALMS LLC (A Nevada Limited Liability Company) dba PALMS CASINO RESORT, 4321 West Flamingo Road Las Vegas, Nevada 89103. Commission District: F

1004036.LIQ.129 N-M VENTURES LLC (A Nevada Limited Liability Company) dba SKIN db at PALMS CASINO RESORT, 4321 West Flamingo Road Las Vegas, Nevada 89103. Commission District: F

1004035.LIQ.124 N-M VENTURES LLC (A Nevada Limited Liability Company) dba RAIN db at PALMS CASINO RESORT, 4321 West Flamingo Road Las Vegas, Nevada 89103. Commission District: F

1004038.LIQ.124 N-M VENTURES LLC (A Nevada Limited Liability Company) dba NINE db at PALMS CASINO RESORT, 4321 West Flamingo Road Las Vegas, Nevada 89103. Commission District: F

1004037.LIQ.124 N-M VENTURES LLC (A Nevada Limited Liability Company) dba GHOSTBAR db at PALMS CASINO RESORT, 4321 West Flamingo Road Las Vegas, Nevada 89103. Commission District: F

2001151.LIQ.129 N-M VENTURES II LLC dba PLAYBOY CLUB db at PALMS CASINO RESORT, 4321 West Flamingo Road Las Vegas, Nevada 89103. Commission District: F

2001150.LIQ.124 N-M VENTURES II LLC dba NOVE ITALIANO db at PALMS CASINO RESORT, 4321 West Flamingo Road Las Vegas, Nevada 89103. Commission District: F

2001149.LIQ.129 N-M VENTURES II LLC dba MOON db at PALMS CASINO RESORT, 4321 West Flamingo Road Las Vegas, Nevada 89103. Commission District: F

2001752.LIQ.106 CLAUDIO AND AMBROSIA GARCIA (Sole Proprietors) dba CORONA BAR AND NIGHT CLUB, 3787 East Lake Mead Blvd., Las Vegas, Nevada 89115. Claudio Garcia and Ambrosia Garcia seek re-approval of Tavern, Service Bar Liquor License. (Unable to open within 60 days due to equipment failure.) Reapproval from May 1, 2009 to June 30, 2009. Commission District: B
ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIONS

The following items are routine administrative action items with no noted areas of concern. All code requirements have been met.

Jacqueline R. Holloway, Director
6/21/09

CHANGE OF BUSINESS NAME


2001848.LIQ.104 / 2001259.GAM.103  RK GAMING, LLC (A Nevada Limited Liability Company) dba ACES & ALES, 3740 South Nellis Blvd, Las Vegas, Nevada 89121. Terry L. Fear AKA Keri Kelli and Ryan S. Johnson seek to notify the director of a change of business name while pending (establishment formerly known as Knuckles Bar & Grill). Commission District: E

2000910.LIQ.103  DELLA SPIGA, LLC dba CIAO CIAO APIZZA ANGELATO, 4460 South Durango Drive, Las Vegas, Nevada 89147. Gerald J. Shlesinger seeks to notify the director of a Change of Business Name. Commission District: F (Formerly known as Champions Lounge)

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

2000659.LIQ.117  REBEL WINE AND SPIRITS, INC. (A NEVADA CORPORATION) dba REBEL ONE, 6620 Escondido Street, Suite E, Las Vegas, Nevada 89120. Minka Manchev seeks to notify the Director of a change of location for an existing Import/Wholesale Liquor License. (Previously located at 3711 South Industrial Road, # 4, Las Vegas, Nevada 89109). Commission District: G
CHANGE OF EMPLOYMENT LOCATION

1001995.LIQ.109 (2003027.KEY) ALBERTSON'S, INC. (A Delaware Corporation) dba ALBERTSON'S STORE #6024, 2835 South Nellis Boulevard, Las Vegas, Nevada 89121. Edna Kline seeks to notify the Director of change in employment location. Commission District: E

APPLICATION WITHDRAWALS

2000309.INV.LIQ FRESH & EASY NEIGHBORHOOD MARKET (A Delaware Corporation) dba FRESH & EASY NEIGHBORHOOD MARKET, APN #176-27-401-008, generally located at the northeast corner of Buffalo Drive and Cactus Avenue, Las Vegas, Nevada. Timothy J. Mason, Mary M. Kasper and Remco Waller seek approval to withdraw their application for a Preliminary Determination of Location Suitability for a Package Beer, Wine and Spirit Based Products Liquor License in conjunction with a grocery store set to expire August 2010. Commission District: F

LICENSE NOTIFICATIONS

E. CHARLENE ABNEY seeks to notify the director of a change in name from title from Assistant Secretary to Vice President/Secretary.
1003811.LIQ.103 GMRI, INC. (A Florida Corporation) dba BAHAMA BREEZE, 375 Hughes Center Drive Las Vegas, Nevada 89169. Commission District: E
1049459.LIQ.103 GMRI, INC. (A Florida Corporation) dba OLIVE GARDEN ITALIAN RESTAURANT, 1545 East Flamingo Rd Las Vegas, Nevada 89119. Commission District: E
1001506.LIQ.103 GMRI, INC. (A Florida Corporation) dba OLIVE GARDEN ITALIAN RESTAURANT, 80 North Nellis Blvd Las Vegas, Nevada 89110. Commission District: E
1041765.LIQ.103 GMRI, INC. (A Florida Corporation) dba RED LOBSTER RESTAURANT #6239, 2325 East Flamingo Road Las Vegas, Nevada 89119. Commission District: E

WILLIAM R. WHITE III seeks to notify the director of a change in title from Vice President to President/Treasurer/Director.
1003811.LIQ.103 GMRI, INC. (A Florida Corporation) dba BAHAMA BREEZE, 375 Hughes Center Drive Las Vegas, Nevada 89169. Commission District: E
1049459.LIQ.103 GMRI, INC. (A Florida Corporation) dba OLIVE GARDEN ITALIAN RESTAURANT, 1545 East Flamingo Road Las Vegas, Nevada 89119. Commission District: E
1001506.LIQ.103 GMRI, INC. (A Florida Corporation) dba OLIVE GARDEN ITALIAN RESTAURANT, 80 North Nellis Blvd Las Vegas, Nevada 89110. Commission District: E
1041765.LIQ.103 GMRI, INC. (A Florida Corporation) dba RED LOBSTER RESTAURANT #6239, 2325 East Flamingo Road Las Vegas, Nevada 89119. Commission District: E
APPLICATION APPROVALS WITH NO NOTED AREAS OF CONCERN, CONDITIONS OR LIMITATIONS

The following items are application approvals with no noted areas of concern, conditions or limitations, applications for preliminary determination of location suitability and additions/deletions to Resort Hotels.

Jocelyne R. Holloway, Director  5/21/09

APPLICATION APPROVALS NO NOTED AREAS OF CONCERN, CONDITIONS OR LIMITATIONS

2001831.LIQ.106  FIDENCIO H. GARCIA AND MARICELA L. GARCIA (Co-Owners) dba ARRIBA EL NORTE, 3977 Vegas Valley Drive, Suites 4 & 5, Las Vegas, Nevada 89121. Applicants seek approval for Tavern and Service Bar Liquor Licenses and determination of suitability as owners and key employees for liquor. Commission District: E

2001830.LIQ.105  RESTAURANT AND PUPUSERIA CABANAS, LLC (A Nevada Limited Liability Company) dba RESTAURANT AND PUPUSERIA CABANAS, 2520 S. Eastern Ave., Unit C-D, Las Vegas, NV 89169. Jose Ortiz and Maria Ortiz seek approval for a Retail Beer and Wine Liquor License in conjunction with a Restaurant and determination of suitability as Members, Managers and Key Employees for Liquor. Commission District: E

2001687.LIQ.109  HANNAM CHAIN LAS VEGAS, INC. (A Nevada Corporation) dba HANNAM CHAIN, 6850 Spring Mountain Rd., Las Vegas, Nevada 89146. Ki Hwan Ha, Hae Un Lee and James Moon Jae Yu, seek approval for Package Liquor and Package Beer, Wine and Spirit Based Product Liquor Licenses in conjunction with a grocery store and determination of suitability as shareholders, officers, directors, members and key employees for liquor. Commission District: C

2001824.LIQ.142  DESSY BURGERS, LLC (A Nevada Limited Liability Company) dba DESSY BURGERS, 4901 South Eastern Ave., Las Vegas, Nevada 89119. Arthur D. Church seeks approval for a Retail Beer and Wine Liquor License in conjunction with a Category 2 Restaurant and determination of suitability as owner, manager and key employee for liquor. Commission District: G
APPLICATION APPROVALS WITH NO NOTED AREAS OF CONCERN, CONDITIONS OR LIMITATIONS

ANNA M. ROBINS seeks approval for determination of suitability as trustee and member.
1003196.LIQ.124 / 2002848.KEY MBR RESTAURANT ASSOCIATES, LLC (A Delaware Limited Liability Company) dba WOLFGANG PUCK'S TRATTORIA DEL LUPO db at MANDALAY BAY RESORT & CASINO, 3950 South Las Vegas Boulevard, Las Vegas, Nevada 89119. Commission District: E

CHRISTOPHER L. BENNETT seeks approval for determination of suitability to share in liquor revenue as a management company and determination of suitability as members, managers, partners and officers for liquor.
1003214.LIQ.125 / 2003123.BKY.102 INTERSTATE MTG. CO., LLC (A Nevada Limited Liability Company) db at HAMPTON INN TROPICANA, 4975 Dean Martin Drive, Las Vegas, Nevada 89118. Commission District: G

BRUCE A. RIGGINS seeks approval for determination of suitability to share in liquor revenue as a management company and determination of suitability as members, managers, partners and officers for liquor.
1003214.LIQ.125 / 2003124.BKY.102 INTERSTATE MTG. CO., LLC (A Nevada Limited Liability Company) db at HAMPTON INN TROPICANA, 4975 Dean Martin Drive, Las Vegas, Nevada 89118. Commission District: G

CHERYL M SLOMANN seeks approval for determination of suitability as an officer for liquor.
1003205.LIQ.124 / 2002899.KEY GRAND LUX CAFE, LLC (A Nevada Limited Liability Company) dba GRAND LUX CAFE db at VENETIAN CASINO RESORT, 3355 Las Vegas Boulevard, Las Vegas, Nevada 89109. Commission District: E
2001387.LIQ.124 / 2002900.KEY GRAND LUX CAFE, LLC (A Nevada Limited Liability Company) dba GRAND LUX CAFE db at PALAZZO db at VENETIAN CASINO RESORT, 3265 Las Vegas Blvd, Las Vegas, Nevada 89109. Commission District: E

THOMAS J. BACHNER seeks approval for determination of suitability as a key employee for liquor.
2000308.LIQ.124 / 2002981.KEY STAR CONCEPTS ACQUISITION, LLC (A Florida Limited Liability Company) dba AQUAKNOX db at THE VENETIAN RESORT HOTEL CASINO/PALAZZO RESORT HOTEL CASINO, 3355 South Las Vegas Boulevard, Las Vegas, Nevada 89109. (Establishment formerly known as Star Canyon). Commission District: E

ERIN R. CHARLESWORTH seeks approval for determination of suitability as a key employee for liquor.
2001793.LIQ.104 / 2002992.KEY LAS VEGAS BOAT HARBOR, INC. (A Nevada Corporation) dba LAKE MEAD MARINA, 490 Horsepower Cove, Boulder City, Nevada 89005. Commission District: A
1005892.LIQ.106 / 2002996.KEY LAS VEGAS BOAT HARBOR, INC. (A Nevada Corporation) dba LAS VEGAS BOAT HARBOR, INC., 490 Horsepower Cove, Boulder City, Nevada 89005. Commission District: A
APPLICATION APPROVALS WITH NO NOTED AREAS OF CONCERN, CONDITIONS OR LIMITATIONS

KRYSTAL L. VIRGIN seeks approval for determination of suitability as a key employee for liquor.
2001793.LIQ.104 / 2002993.KEY LAS VEGAS BOAT HARBOR, INC. (A Nevada Corporation) dba LAKE MEAD MARINA, 490 Horsepower Cove, Boulder City, Nevada 89005. Commission District: A

BRUCE A. NELSON seeks approval for determination of suitability as a key employee for liquor.
2001793.LIQ.104 / 2002994.KEY LAS VEGAS BOAT HARBOR, INC. (A Nevada Corporation) dba LAKE MEAD MARINA, 490 Horsepower Cove, Boulder City, Nevada 89005. Commission District: A

DANIEL R. KEELER seeks approval for determination of suitability as a key employee for liquor.
2001863.LIQ.103 / 2003001.KEY OUTBACK STEAKHOUSE OF FLORIDA, LLC (A Florida Limited Liability Company) dba OUTBACK STEAKHOUSE, 4141 South Pecos Road, Las Vegas, Nevada 89121. Commission District: G

BARBARA SHAW seeks approval for determination of suitability as a key employee for liquor.

SHARON L. HAHN seeks approval for determination of suitability as a key employee for liquor.

JAPINDERPAL S. SARANG seeks approval for determination of suitability as a lender for liquor.
2001712.LIQ.108 / 2003188.BKY.102 RAJGOMAL, INC. (A Nevada Corporation) dba 7-ELEVEN STORE # 21037, 531 East Sahara Avenue, Las Vegas, Nevada 89104. Commission District: E

NAMARTA JOSAN seeks approval for determination of suitability as a lender for liquor.
2001712.LIQ.108 / 2003189.BKY.102 RAJGOMAL, INC. (A Nevada Corporation) dba 7-ELEVEN STORE # 21037, 531 East Sahara Avenue, Las Vegas, Nevada 89104. Commission District: E

JOHN "JACK" HARTUNG seeks approval for determination of suitability as a key employee for liquor.
2001294.LIQ.105 / 2002733.KEY CHIPOTLE MEXICAN GRILL, INC. (A Delaware Corporation) dba CHIPOTLE MEXICAN GRILL, 7370 South Las Vegas Boulevard, Las Vegas, Nevada. Commission District: A

2001293.LIQ.105 / 2002732.KEY CHIPOTLE MEXICAN GRILL, INC (A Delaware Corporation) dba CHIPOTLE MEXICAN GRILL, 3475 South Las Vegas Boulevard, Las Vegas, Nevada 89109. Commission District: E

2001292.LIQ.105 / 2002731.KEY CHIPOTLE MEXICAN GRILL, INC. (A Delaware Corporation) dba CHIPOTLE MEXICAN GRILL, 4530 South Maryland Parkway, Las Vegas, Nevada. Commission District: G
APPLICATION APPROVALS WITH NO NOTED AREAS OF CONCERN, CONDITIONS OR LIMITATIONS

JOHN F. GROOM, JR. seeks approval for determination of suitability as court appointed receiver and key employee for liquor.
1003831.LIQ.101 / 2003011.KEY CONVENTION CENTER DRIVE HOTEL & CASINO, LLC (A Nevada Limited-Liability Company) dba GREEK ISLES HOTEL & CASINO, 305 Convention Center Drive, Las Vegas, Nevada 89109. Commission District: E

JOHN VAN DE KAMP seeks approval for determination of suitability as officer for liquor.

ANDREA VAN DE KAMP seeks approval for determination of suitability as officer for liquor.

MONICA H. SEVERSON seeks approval for determination of suitability as a key employee for liquor.
2001321.LIQ.109 / 2003020.KEY FRESH & EASY NEIGHBORHOOD MARKET, INC. (A Delaware Corporation) dba FRESH & EASY NEIGHBORHOOD MARKET, 467 East Silverado Ranch Boulevard, Las Vegas, Nevada 89123. Commission District: A

DHEERAJ JANGALWA seeks approval for determination of suitability as a lender for liquor.

MICHAEL C. GILLIAND seeks approval for determination of suitability as officer and shareholder.
2000702.LIQ.109 / 2003083.BKY.102 NEWFLOWER MARKET, INC. (A Delaware Corporation) dba SUNFLOWER MARKET, 3365 East Tropicana Avenue, Las Vegas, Nevada 89121. Commission District: G

RICHARD R. HETTLINGER seeks approval for determination of suitability as officer and shareholder.
2000702.LIQ.109 / 2003084.BKY.102 NEWFLOWER MARKET, INC. (A Delaware Corporation) dba SUNFLOWER MARKET, 3365 East Tropicana Avenue, Las Vegas, Nevada 89121. Commission District: G
APPLICATION APPROVALS WITH NO NOTED AREAS OF CONCERN, CONDITIONS OR LIMITATIONS

RUBEN SARMIENTO seeks approval for determination of suitability as a key employee for liquor.

CLEMENITE GONZALEZ seeks approval for determination of suitability as a key employee for liquor.
1002692.LIQ.108 / 2002812.KEY TERRIBLE HERBTS, INC. (A Nevada Corporation) dba TERRIBLE'S #208, 7310 South Las Vegas Boulevard, Las Vegas, Nevada 89123. Commission District: A

APPLICATIONS FOR LOCATION SUITABILITY

2000280.INV APACHE SLOAN, INC. (A Nevada Corporation) APN #161-10-113-001, generally located at the southeast corner of Sahara Avenue and Sloan Lane, Las Vegas, NV 89142. Allen Hamika seeks approval for an extension of the expiration of Preliminary Determination of Location Suitability and time to file for a Tavern Liquor License and a Class A Slot Machine License to expire on January 31, 2010. Commission District: E

RESORT HOTELS/BUSINESSES AT RESORT HOTELS ADDITIONS AND / OR DELETIONS

MGM Grand Las Vegas 1003821.GAM.101 Total Table Games - 161
Hampton Inn Tropicana 1003214.GAM.103 Remove 5 games
Mirage 1000195.GAM.101 Add 6 poker tables
APPLICATION APPROVALS WITH NO NOTED AREAS OF CONCERN, CONDITIONS OR LIMITATIONS

The following items are application approvals with no noted areas of concern, conditions or limitations, applications for preliminary determination of location suitability and additions/deletions to Resort Hotels.

2001843.LIQ.129 RHUMBAR, LLC (A Nevada Limited Liability Company) dba RHUMBAR, db at The Mirage Casino Hotel, 3400 South Las Vegas Boulevard, Las Vegas, Nevada 89109. Michael Frey and Craig Gilbert seek approval for a Main Bar, Service Bar and Portable Bar Liquor Licenses and Outside Service of Alcohol in conjunction with a resort hotel and determination of suitability as members, managers and key employees for liquor. Commission District: E


2001491.LIQ.124 CR LAS VEGAS LLC (An Arizona Limited Liability Company) dba CANYON RANCH SPA db at GRAND CANAL SHOPPES AT VENETIAN RESORT HOTEL CASINO/PALAZZO RESORT HOTEL CASINO, 3355 Las Vegas Boulevard South, Space 1159, Las Vegas, Nevada 89109. Jerrold I. Cohen seeks approval for Main Bar, Service Bar and outside service of alcohol in conjunction with a restaurant at a resort hotel. Commission District: E

LJUBAN DRAJKO seeks approval for determination of suitability as a lender.

2001373.LIQ.142 / 2002217.KEY DGL, LLC (A Nevada Limited Liability Company) dba CAFÉ RESTAURANT PRINCE, 6975 West Flamingo Road, Las Vegas, Nevada 89103. Commission District: F

SANG SEO seeks approval for determination of suitability as a lender.

MGROUP VEGAS I, LLC (A Nevada Limited Liability Company). APN #176-12-101-006, generally located on the southwest corner of Lindell Road and Warm Springs Road, Las Vegas, Nevada. Paul C. Berry and Morton H. Meyerson seek approval for an extension of time to file a liquor license application to October 29, 2009. Commission District: A

RESORT HOTELS/BUSINESSES AT RESORT HOTELS
ADDITIONS AND / OR DELETIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MGM Grand Las Vegas</th>
<th>Total Table Games - 160</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1003821.GAM.101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>